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College education is still a worthwhile investment
Dr. Aldemaro
Romero Jr.
Letters from Academia
The March 28 edition of the prestigious
magazine The Economist ran a cover story
titled, “The whole world is going to university.” The piece began by saying that the
American system of higher education is the
biggest and best-funded in the world and
because of that many other countries are
imitating it, particularly when it comes to
its funding model: a “mixed private-public funding and provision, with brilliant,
well-funded institutions at the top and poorer ones at the bottom.”
The article went on to say, however, that
America’s universities are a poor value
for the money because, “The government
rewards universities for research, and so that
is what professors concentrate on.”
That is a debatable argument for several reasons. One of them is that state governments,
which have traditionally provided most of the
funding for public institutions, keep cutting
budgets for education and they tend to do
that across the board, regardless of how much
research is done at universities.
The article also claims that because selectivity is a yardstick for measuring an institution’s prestige (and that of its graduates),
“Good universities have little incentive to
produce more graduates and to charge more
to their students.” Again, this is not totally
correct. Because of continuous budget cuts,
postsecondary institutions have been forced to
increase their enrollment as their main source
of revenue. Also, because of diminishing state
support, those same universities have been
forced to increase their tuition and fees. The
reason is very simple. Despite all the anti-tax
rhetoric, money has to come from somewhere.
The article proposes that universities should
be measured by their education performance
so students (and their parents) know how to
make better choices. In that regard they are

LOGO
Continued from Page 1
“Since Holiday Shores was founded
in the sixties, I was thinking retro, so
I went with an older typeface that I
modified by adding the swish on the
“s” and reworking the font to fit the
design,” he said. “Then I thought about
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Pictured is a graph showing the earnings and employment rates based on educational attainment.
totally right. Every time one visits the Web
site of a college or university, one learns about
their latest successes in sports, faculty scholarly achievements and fundraising triumphs.
Yet, one rarely reads anything about how
they measure how well their students have
been prepared for their professional life, particularly when it comes to essential skills that
go beyond basic knowledge in a discipline.
Skills like critical thinking, communication,
teamwork and problem solving are rarely
mentioned. Yet, these are exactly the skills that
are required in life no matter what profession
one chooses.
One larger problem we are facing these

all the people on the lake and the boats
and party barges. Fishing is huge out
here and then there’s the ski show.”
Rein, who struck out on his own
eight years ago to establish Rein
Design, creates his own original illustrations and said that creating unique
logos are just one of the specializations he enjoys.
“Helping companies and corporations with their graphic design needs
makes up the majority of the work
I do,” he said. “However, I prefer

days is the increasing rhetoric by politicians
and media pundits that even suggest that a
postsecondary education is too expensive a
proposition for what is gained. This is only
feeding the anti-intellectualism that is becoming established in the American discourse.
As much as this populism is becoming widespread, the facts run unambiguously counter
to that very notion.
In the chart that accompanies this article we
can see the 2014 information presented by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. After obtaining data from people age 25 and older in the
U.S. population, the results are unmistakable:
There is an inverse correlation between edu-

doing illustration and also paint in
oils when I get the time.”
Rein said his designs range from
book illustrations to web and print
ads, trade show graphics and infographics.
He uses the Adobe Creative Suite
on his iMac to complete his projects.
The winning logo will now be
used on the Holiday Shores anniversary t-shirts, ball caps and koozies
which will be sold by the committee
throughout the year.

cational preparation and unemployment rates
and a direct one between level of education
and pecuniary earnings. In other words, the
more education you have the less likely you
are to be unemployed and the more likely you
are to earn higher levels of income.
What these data are saying is that despite all
its inefficiencies, institutions of higher education in this country are directly responsible for
elevating the quality of life of the citizens of the
United States.
Despite these hard numbers the article suggests that there is very little data on whether a
college education is worthwhile. Let me, then,
add another very important yardstick that is

Kathy Wilhite who served as one
of the contest judges said they were
pleased to receive so many entries
and that after reviewing all of the
designs the committee was torn
between the top two contenders.
Kathy Austin, chairman of the
social committee encourages community residents to volunteer for the
events being planned for September 5.
Those interested should contact the
association office at hsmgr@madisontelco.com or call 656-7233.

VINTAGE
Continued from Page 1
With the help of Facebook, CS Gems, which
features vintage jewelry, was born in September
of 2013. “We started exclusively on Facebook. For
about a year we did what we call “snap sales.” We
(still) do them every other month,” Hayden said.
The way a “snap sale” works is that CS Gems
announces a specific sale date and time that the
sale will begin. Then at that day and time, they
upload an album to the CS Gems Facebook page.
“It may have 80 to 100 pieces in it, and the first one
who comments on it, it’s sold,” Andreas noted.
Although they still do occasional “snap sales”
- the next one is slated for April 15 at 8 p.m.
- changes to Facebook business pages and general growth in the business resulted in CS Gems
launching a website, www.csgemsjewelry.com, in
February. “On the website we have two different
types of jewelry,” Hayden explained. “One is
straight vintage jewelry so it’s pretty much how
we found it. We clean everything up. We have
a professional cleaner that we run everything to,
and then we repair things like broken clasps or
jump rings. Or if rhinestones are loose, we’ll reset
the rhinestones.”
“Or if the pendant is nice but the chain is kinda
yucky, we’ll switch out those,” Andreas added.
“So that’s the vintage jewelry collection,”
Hayden said. “And then we have the vintage
modern collection where we take modern necklaces - like the big modern statement necklaces and we add vintage pieces to them - like earrings,
brooches, some shoe horns.”
Yes, shoe horns. CS Gems vintage modern
collection is very unique and eclectic which one
might think would equate to expensive. But it
isn’t. “We try to keep it so reasonable – our pieces
are between $10 and $30,” Hayden stressed.
“Especially our snap sales - everything is $10 to
$15,” Andreas added.
“And the website goes up to about $30,” Hayden
said as the two were so in tune with one another
that they finished each other’s sentences.
The duo feel they’ve found a unique niche in
the vintage marketplace because they use true
vintage pieces that either they seek out at flea
markets together or Hayden’s father brings home
from his flea market outings. “Every piece we
have has a vintage component to it. Even the ones
that we re-purpose and make. They look modern
and new – so we’ve recycled the pieces and made
them new again,” Andreas emphasized.
“Those pieces are one of a kind,” Hayden noted.
“The vintage modern ones there is only one of
each of them. The re-purposed vintage – like
what I’m wearing,” Hayden noted pointing to
two different necklaces she was wearing. “One
is an Avon. One is a Monet, but they are from
the 70s. Even though they are rare, you may find
another one somewhere. Every once in a while we
have come across two or three of the same piece
– maybe months later. Avon or Monet or Sarah
Coventry – they did make a lot of them. But we’ve
only come across two or three (pieces) that we’ve
come across a couple of times.”
It should be no surprise that the two young
women live close to one another and their children play together and are quite close. “We’ve
kind of made it like a family affair,” Hayden said.
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Pictured are some of the creations from CS Gems.
“Our families will go together to flea markets.
One of the big flea markets is in Grafton so we’ve
taken several family trips up there – we’ll take
the kids and our husbands and kind of make a
day of it. We did a family trip last year to Destin
and made stops along the way to just see what we
could find.”
Hayden said that another great part of their
business that they really enjoy is actually meeting
the owner of the vintage jewelry they are purchasing at the flea market. “There was this lady that
was from Germany and she was selling all her
own pieces that she had worn while in Germany,”
Hayden said. “I ended up talking to her and she
had gotten married in St. Boniface which is our
parish and where my kids go to school, and she
was telling me where she wore all the pieces. So
it’s really interesting when you get to meet the
people that it was actually their stuff. It’s really
interesting hearing about certain pieces.”
“Then the pieces that we don’t know about, it’s
always fun to wonder,” Andreas pointed out.
Although exceptionally good friends, they each
have completely different styles which they are
able to utilize in the business. Andreas is the
lead singer for Carrie and the Catapults, a local
blues rock band, while Hayden couldn’t be more
opposite. “She’s more rock and trendy and will
do outfits that I will not wear,” Hayden said with
a chuckle. “And I’m more conservative. We have
totally different styles so it’s good to see how the
pieces will fit with either style.”
Their natural talents and interests, although
very different, come together perfectly for the
business. Andreas makes the majority of the jewelry pieces while Hayden takes care of most of the
business side of things.
The young women hope their business contin-

ues to grow as they expand through their new
website. “We’re still trying to learn how to run
an online business and how to get people to your
website. There’s so many jewelry businesses –
websites. So we have used social media as our
biggest platform - especially like Instagram,”
Hayden said.
CS Gems has over 7,000 followers on Instagram
where the two women post daily photos of their
vintage pieces with a trendy, stylish outfit. “That’s
kind of become our niche. We put up a daily outfit
and pair it with our jewelry,” Hayden noted. “So
we’re really getting away from the Facebook sales
and planning to grow our website to where it’s
our main focus.”
They’ve had tremendous success on Instagram
already. Hayden commented that several of their
photos had been re-grammed by retailers like Old
Navy and Kohl’s. In addition, other boutiques
have sent CS Gems their products asking to have
their products featured with CS Gems jewelry.
“So I think we’re just trying to grow that and our
contacts and then just directing traffic to the website,” Hayden said.
They also recently started a blog on their website which offers fashion inspiration. In the meantime, the two friends continue to meet every week
planning out that week’s business strategy and
new jewelry while at the same time enjoying time
spent with their families.
You can find CS Gems on Instagram @csgems,
visit their website at www.csgemsjewelry.com or
stop by the CS Gems Facebook “snap sale” at 8
p.m. on April 15. CS Gems will also be selling
their jewelry at Vintage Bliss Market at Westport
Plaza in St. Louis on Father’s Day weekend. Stop
by Vintage Bliss Market from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
June 20 or 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on June 21.

entirely quantitative.
For years, PayScale, Inc., an online salary, benefits and compensation information
company, has been measuring the return on
investment or ROI of the money individuals
spend on education.
After analyzing data from about 1,500 institutions of higher education they found that the
ROI for a college education could be as high
as 11.2 percent per year. Try to get that from
any bank account or most investments in a
sustained way!
It is also surprising that the highest ROI
does not necessarily come from the big name
universities. The 11.2 percent mentioned is for
graduates of Berkeley College in New York.
For the curious among you, Harvard’s ROI is
6.9 percent, Princeton is 6.7 percent and Yale
is 5.8 percent. In other words, you don’t have
to go to a top-notch institution to get a great
return for your money.
These numbers should not, however, make
postsecondary institutions complacent. In a
documentary I produced a couple of years ago,
you can hear the testimonies of many successful individuals who, regardless of major, said
that their professional success in life was not
so much because of what they memorized for
final exams but because of the very skills I mentioned earlier in this article: critical thinking,
communication, team-work and problem-solving abilities. These are the kind of skills that you
learn in the classroom and by interacting with
good professors and peers, not from reading a
textbook.
Colleges and universities need to be more
assertive not only in publicizing the financial
benefits of a postsecondary education but also
more diligent in measuring how well they are
teaching those basic skills for success. The public and private support for their own survival
and the betterment of the country may depend
on it.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a writer and
college professor with leadership experience in
higher education. He can be contacted through
his website at: www.aromrojr.net

Remembering Abraham
Lincoln 150 years later
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
the reading room overlooking
Pennsylvania Avenue, Karen
Needles mostly works alone — but
always in good company.
Five mornings a week, she
arrives at the National Archives,
often wearing an Abraham Lincoln
T-shirt. Beside her laptop with its
Lincoln mouse pad, she sometimes
stations an Honest Abe bobblehead, seemingly nodding approval.
Here, three blocks from where,
150 years ago this week, Lincoln
was killed, Needles works to bring
him to life, scanning every original record she can from Lincoln's
administration and posting them
online.
To Needles, raised in small town
Kansas and first in her family to go
to college, Lincoln has long been
a role model. But we could all use
some Lincoln, the former history
teacher says, relishing the notion of
his statue at the Lincoln Memorial
taking today's politicians over his
knee.
"Lincoln never dies," she says.
Soon after John Wilkes Booth
shot Lincoln on April 14, 1865,
the country embarked on a 1,700mile funeral from Washington to
Springfield, Illinois. Day and night,
crowds lined the rails in a cathartic
outpouring that has never been
rivaled.
Today, the commemoration
stirs the voices of Lincoln's modern-day admirers, some connecting with him in almost personal
terms, while searching anew for
his relevance to the republic he left
behind.
When tourists queue in front of
Ford's Theatre on a recent blustery
morning, 9-year-old Luke Ring is
near the front, wearing the blue
cap of a Union soldier.
"I like that he was president

during the Civil War and he wanted freedom for the slaves," says
the boy, here with his family from
Franklin, Tennessee, to see the theater box, draped in bunting, where
Booth drew his pistol.
Lincoln's
death
elevated him to martyrdom, says
Richard Wightman Fox, author
of "Lincoln's Body: A Cultural
History." Today, he still embodies
the American ideal that anyone
can reach the pinnacle. But with
Lincoln now used to market auto
insurance and barbecue sauce, the
aura of sainthood has faded.
Instead, for many, he is the
approachable president, a "model
for what it means to be a leader,"
Fox says.
"He was very real," says Sherri
Bell of Indianapolis, after reading Lincoln's second Inaugural
engraved in the memorial's limestone. "He was president, but he
seemed liked a regular person,
with all the pain and suffering and
decisions..."
From Washington, the funeral
train traveled to Baltimore, then
Philadelphia, where lines to view
Lincoln's body stretched three
miles from Independence Hall.
Then the 9-car procession continued north, retracing much of
Lincoln's 1861 route to the White
House.
On that first journey, the train
made a stop in Peekskill, New
York, celebrated by the local
Lincoln Society for decades. But
the depot, now a museum, also is
the spot where, four years later,
mourners gathered.
In late April, a replica of
Lincoln's walnut coffin will lie
in state in Peekskill's depot, with
Civil War re-enactors standing sentry. Visitors will sign a
condolence book to be sent to
Springfield.

SENTENCED
Continued from Page 1
As Thompson was led from the courtroom, Dakota Jones’ brother yelled
at him again, and walked out. Sharon Roberts said, “I feel that if they had
kept him locked up for the first murder, this never would have happened.
Justice is served, but there is nothing that will bring him back.”
Madison County State’s Attorney Tom Gibbons said he was “very
pleased” with the sentence. “Today we finally got the opportunity to do
what the law would not allow to be done in 1989: take this horrible, brutally violent person off the streets of our community and lock him up forever
where he belongs.”

BREAKFAST
Continued from Page 1
The master of ceremonies again
this year is Steve Jankowski, who
directs the Office of Alumni Affairs
at Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville.
He graduated from SIUE in 1974
and began a career in radio and television that lasted for 35 years, including

stops at KMOV-TV, KSDK and KMOX
radio.
Jankowski
recently
became
involved in Project Drug Smart, a
drug prevention campaign launched
by District 7. He wrote, produced and
directed a video presentation used to
generate awareness among parents
and students to the dangers of heroin.

